kalimi – otona no kagaku

Otona No Kagaku (“experiments for adults” in Japanese) is Kalimi’s first LP album.

It brings a composition that doesn’t start and doesn’t end, a soundscape that plays with non-expectation, contemplation and the illusion of being in a timeless bubble.

kalimi is:

giovanni di domenico: fender rhodes, electronics

mathieu calleja: drums

Tracklist:

A1. forever high
A2. 7.1
A3. selfie my ass
A4. b’hier

B1. mad at the machine
B2. Otona no kagaku
B3. 9.1

recorded in studio grez, brussels, in may 2013
recorded and mixed by Giovanni di Domenico
mastered and cut by rashad Becker at d&m in november 2013
artwork by kalem
edition of 199 hand-numbered copies with hand-made and hand-folded screen-printed covers.
Release date: june 2014 cat. №: SW005